Encoding models based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) more accurately predict BOLD responses to natural scenes in the visual system than any other currently available model. However, DCNN-based encoding models fail to predict a significant amount of variance in the activity of most voxels in all visual areas. This failure could reflect limitations in the data (e.g., a noise ceiling), or could reflect limitations of the DCNN as a model of computation in the brain. Understanding the source and structure of the unexplained variance could therefore provide helpful clues for improving models of brain computation. Here, we characterize the structure of the variance that DCNN-based encoding models cannot explain. Using a publicly available dataset of BOLD responses to natural scenes, we determined if the source of unexplained variance was shared across voxels, individual brains, retinotopic locations, and hierarchically distant visual brain areas. We answered these questions using voxel-to-voxel (vox2vox) models that predict activity in a target voxel given activity in a population of source voxels. We found that simple linear vox2vox models increased within-subject prediction accuracy over DCNN-based models for any pair of source/target visual areas, clearly demonstrating that the source of unexplained variance is widely shared within and across visual brain areas. However, vox2vox models were not more accurate than DCNNbased models when source and target voxels came from separate brains, demonstrating that the source of unexplained variance was not shared across brains. Furthermore, the weights of these vox2vox models permitted explicit readout of the receptive field location of target voxels, demonstrating that the source of unexplained variance induces correlations primarily between the activities of voxels with overlapping receptive fields. Finally, we found that vox2vox model prediction accuracy was heavily dependent upon the signed hierarchical distance between the source and target voxels: for feed-forward models (source area lower in the visual hierarchy than target area) prediction accuracy decreased with hierarchical distance between source and target. It did not decrease for feedback models. In contrast, the same analysis applied across layers of a DCNN did not reveal this feed-forward/feedback asymmetry. Given these results, we argue that the structured variance unexplained by DCNN-based encoding models is unlikely to be entirely caused by spatially correlated noise or eye movements; rather, our results point to a need for brain models that include endogenous dynamics and a pattern of connectivity that is not strictly feed-forward.
: Problem and Approach A: The problem Visualizations of the prediction accuracy of the DCNN-based encoding model. Left: The joint distribution of prediction accuracy (Pearson correlation between predicted and measured brain activity) for the DCNN-based encoding model (x-axis) and Gabor wavelet-based encoding model (y-axis; data taken directly from [5] ). The slightly higher count (color, yellow=low count, dark blue = high count, white = no data) of voxels below the line at unity (dashed) reveals the advantage of the DCNN-over the wavelet-based encoding model. We refer to the high-count cluster of voxels at the origin as the "ball of nothingness", since neither model explains any variance for these voxels. Left Middle: Prediction accuracy of the DCNN-based encoding model (color) projected onto a cortical flatmap. Prediction accuracy is poorest (dark purple) in the foveal representation. Right Middle: Prediction accuracy of the DCNN-based encoding model (color indicates median) projected into visual space (gray square) using the receptive locations (hexagonal bins) of all voxels. Prediction accuracy is poorest for voxels with foveal receptive fields (bins near center of square). Right: Prediction accuracy of the DCNN-based encoding model (y-axis indicates median) against receptive field eccentricity (x-axis). B: Model Types. stim2vox : The DCNN-based encoding model is a stimulus-to-voxel (stim2vox) model that transforms stimuli into a set of feature maps (brown squares) and then into a prediction of voxel activity (blue curve). In the DCNN-based encoding model the transformation of stimuli into feature maps is performed by a deep neural network; the transformation from feature maps to voxel activity is estimated via linear regression (idealized pink line). vox2vox : In a voxel-to-voxel (vox2vox) model activity in a population of source voxels (blue circles) is linearly transformed into a prediction of activity in a target voxel. pix2pix : In a pixel-to-pixel (pix2pix) model activity in a population of source pixels in a feature map of the DCNN (brown squares) is linearly transformed into a prediction of activity of another target pixel in the DCNN. C: Model Directions. Feed-forward (shown here and throughout all figures in green) indicates a model that uses data from a lower (i.e., closer to eye or stimulus) source area/layer to predict a target in a higher area/layer. In these examples, brain activity from source voxels in V2 is used to predict activity of one target voxel in V3 (V2→V3). Pixel values from feature maps in Layer 1 of the DCNN are used to predict the value of one pixel from one feature map in Layer 4 (L1→L4). Lateral (shown in grey) models use data from a source area/layer to predict a target within the same area/layer. For example, V1→V1 or L2→L2. Feedback (purple) models use data from a source area/layer to predict a target in a lower area/layer. For example, V4→V2 or L3→L1. predict brain activity in response to natural scenes in most voxels in all visual areas ( Fig. 1A, left) . Intriguingly, the voxels for which encoding models make accurate predictions tend to have receptive fields 11 located in the periphery of the visual field, while the voxels for which encoding models fail to make accurate 12 predictions are concentrated about the foveal representation of the retinotopic map in all areas ( Fig. 1A , 13 middle and right). 14 In this paper we investigate the structure of the variance that the DCNN-based encoding model can't 15 explain. We frame this investigation as a series of questions about the source or sources of the unexplained 16 variance. We first address the question of scale: is there a unique source of unexplained variance that 17 is unique to each voxel, or a common source that is shared across voxels? To answer this question, we 18 applied a voxel-to-voxel (vox2vox) modeling approach ( Fig 1B; [9, 10, 11] ). Unlike stimulus-to-voxel 19 (stim2vox) encoding models (e.g., the DCNN-based encoding model), vox2vox models use activity in a 20 population of source voxels to predict activity in a target voxel. By fitting vox2vox models for different 21 source/target pairings we can determine the extent to which the variance unexplained by stim2vox models 22 can be explained by the activities of other voxels. If much of the variance unexplained by the stim2vox 23 model can be explained by the vox2vox model, we can infer that the causes of unexplained variance affects 24 both target and source. 25 We then use the vox2vox encoding models to address more detailed questions about the variance levels? To answer this question we investigate how the amount of variance that can be explained using 33 vox2vox models depends on the hierarchical relationship between areas. The answers to these questions 34 provide a profile of a potent brain signal that hides in plain sight, is not entirely stimulus-driven but is 35 almost certainly not noise. We analyzed data from two fMRI experiments: a standard retinotopic mapping experiment, and the 39 publicly available vim-1 natural scenes dataset [12] . The vim-1 dataset includes BOLD responses to 1,870 40 natural scene photographs for two subjects. Voxels were localized to regions of interest (ROI) including 41 V1, V2, V3, V4, V3a, V3b, and LO (for our analyses we combined V3a and V3b into one area, V3ab).
42
The retinotopic mapping experiment featured standard rotating wedge, expanding ring, and drifting bar 43 stimuli. This experiment was completed by subject S1 from the vim-1 dataset. Coverage included all areas 44 named above. All subjects provided informed consent prior to scanning. 
Stimulus-to-Voxel
Two stim2vox models were used to generate ground truth receptive field information and predict voxel fwRF uses the following model to generate predictions of brain activity,r t , in response to a visual stimulus 53 S t :
where D is the visual angle sustained by the image, the function φ k i(x)j(y) specifies the value of pixel 55 (i, j) of the k th feature map applied to the stimulus S t , and g(x, y; µ x , µ y , σ g ) is the feature pooling field, 56 which is an isotropic-2D Gaussian function, with center (µ x , µ y ) and radius σ g . The feature pooling field 57 indicates the region of visual space in which stimulus variation induces variations in activity of the voxel.
58
The feature weights, w k , indicate the features encoded in the activity of the voxel. The set of feature 59 maps used are the same for each voxel, but the weights assigned to each feature will vary. In this paper, 60 the feature weights for the stim2vox model were the feature maps of a DCNN with one input layer, five 61 convolutional layers and three fully-connected layers. This DCNN was trained to classify images in the 62 ImageNet database [13] .
63
The location and radius of the feature-pooling field, as well as the feature weights are estimated by 64 minimizing the sum-of-squared prediction error between model output and brain activity for each voxel In Figure 1A we compare prediction accuracy of a Gabor wavelet-based model to the prediction of the 69 DCNN-based model. The wavelet-based model was estimated using the same fwRF framework as described 70 above, except that feature maps were constructed by filtering images with a bank of Gabor wavelets. See
71
[5] for complete details.
72
For retinotopic mapping experiments a population receptive field (pRF) analysis was used. Details of 73 this method can be found in [3] and [14] .
Voxel-to-voxel models linearly combine activity from one brain area to predict activity in one voxel:
wherer target t is the predicted activation of the target voxel, W is a matrix of vox2vox model weights, 77 and r source t is an array of activations from source voxels. We used ridge regression to determine the weights 78 assigned to each voxel in a source area. We fit separate vox2vox models for each pair of visual areas named 79 above. Thus, for each target voxel we fit six distinct vox2vox models corresponding to the seven ROIs 80 named above.
81
For each pair of ROI's we refer to a vox2vox model as "feedforward" if the source voxels are lower in 82 the hierarchy of ROIs than the target voxel. We refer to a vox2vox model as "feedback" if the source 83 voxels are higher in the hierarchy than the target voxel. We refer to a vox2vox model as "lateral" if the 84 source and target voxels are in the same ROI ( Fig 1C) . The hierarchy of ROIs is defined by the sequence 85 V1, V2, V3, V4, LO/V3ab, where V1 is the "lowest" ROI in the hierarchy. These results show that, for example, the activity in V4 under an optimized linear transformation more 120 accurately predicts activity in V1 than the stimulus under an optimized nonlinear transformation. Thus, 121 the source of the variance that the stim2vox model doesn't explain is clearly common to many voxels.
122 Figure 3 : Comparison of stim2vox and cross-subject vox2vox prediction accuracy Format as in Figure 2 . Crosssubject vox2vox models do not enjoy the relative increase in prediction accuracy over stim2vox models as same-subject vox2vox models.
Variance unexplained by stim2vox models is subject-specific 123
We fit linear vox2vox models for source and target voxels in different brains. These cross-subject 124 vox2vox models did not enjoy the dramatic improvement in prediction accuracy over the stim2vox encoding 125 model that we observed when within-subject vox2vox models were applied (Fig. 3 ). This indicates that 126 the cross-subject vox2vox models are, like stim2vox models, blind to a source of variance that is common 127 to voxels in the same brain. The distance between vox2vox and ground truth receptive field location is indicated (blue line) for the V4 to V4 model. Right: The median distance (y-axis) between the vox2vox and ground truth receptive field locations (blue curve, red curve is 99 th percentile of distribution over medians of resampled data) is plotted against hierarchical distance between source and target visual areas. For all source-target pairs this is smaller than the median distance between the stim2vox and ground truth receptive field locations (dashed line).
near the receptive field location of the target voxels. On average, the clustering was tight enough that 139 it was possible to accurately estimate the "ground truth" receptive field location (as estimated using a 140 separate retinotopic mapping experiment) of target voxels by simply calculating the center of mass of the 141 receptive field locations of the source voxels with the largest vox2vox model weights (Fig. 4) . Although 142 estimates of receptive field location derived from vox2vox models were most accurate when the source and 143 target voxels belonged to the same visual area, estimates were more accurate than receptive field locations 144 derived from the stim2vox model even for hierarchically distant source-target pairings (Fig. 4 top left) .
145
Thus, for a given target voxel the source of variance unexplained by the stim2vox models during natural 146 scene stimulation is not shared by all voxels in the same brain, but is shared with (and only with) voxels 147 that have overlapping receptive field locations (i.e., voxels that co-activate during retinotopic mapping 148 stimulation).
149 Figure 5 : Patterns of prediction accuracy across source-target pairs differs between brains and deep neural networks. A: Sub-panels show the distribution (voxel/node count on y-axis) of prediction accuracy (x-axis; background color indicates median of distribution) for vox2vox models (left panels) and pix2pix models (right panel) with the specified source (row) and target (column) pairing. For the brain (left panels) sources and targets are visual cortical regions of interest (ROIs). For the neural network (right panel) sources and targets are layers numbered from L1 (closest to input) to L5 (farthest from input). B In the brain median prediction accuracy (y-axis) of feed-forward vox2vox models declines with hierarchical distance (x-axis; 0 indicates lateral model) between source area (indicated by color of each curve) and target area (indicated by distance to source). Median prediction accuracy of feedback vox2vox models is not dependent on hierarchical distance. In the DCNN, median prediction accuracy of feed-forward pix2pix models declines slowly with hierarchical distance; median predication accuracy of feedback models declines more rapidly. C: In the brain median prediction accuracy of lateral vox2vox models decreases with hierarchical position of source and target area. In the DCNN median prediction accuracy of lateral pix2pix models increases with hierarchical position of source and target layer. D: In the brain median prediction accuracy of feedback vox2vox models (y-axis) is larger than median prediction accuracy of feed-forward vox2vox models (x-axis) for each pair of visual brain areas (blue dots). In the DCNN, median prediction accuracy of feed-forward pix2pix models is smaller than median prediction accuracy of feed-forward pix2pix models for each pair of network layers (brown dots).
3.4. Prediction accuracy of vox2vox models depends on signed, hierarchical distance between source and target 151
The relationships between patterns of activity (and the representations those patterns encode) in dis-152 tinct visual areas in the brain are undoubtedly nonlinear. Intuitively, the relationships between source and 153 target voxels in different brain areas should therefore show some resistance to linear vox2vox modeling. We 154 might expect this resistance to be especially strong for hierarchically distant brain areas that are known 155 to encode stimuli into very different visual features. Thus, we examined median prediction accuracy of the 156 vox2vox models for each pairing of source and target visual area as a function of hierarchical distance and model may in fact have more to do with the way that natural scenes (as opposed to synthetic stimuli) are 245 processed than with eye movements. The superior prediction accuracy of vox2vox relative to stim2vox models may simply reflect a mismatch 248 between the visual features learned by the DCNN and the native visual features encoded in brain activity.
249
Since vox2vox models accept source voxel activity as input, vox2vox models are obviously better-positioned 250 than stim2vox models to leverage native visual features to predict activity in target voxels.
251
A challenge to the feature-mismatch interpretation is the inferior prediction accuracy of vox2vox relative 252 to stim2vox models when source and target voxels are in different brains (Fig. 3) A minimum requirement to account for the high prediction accuracy of feedback vox2vox models is that 282 information about low-level representations must somehow be preserved in higher-level activity patterns.
283
For instance, one might imagine a situation where the high-level representation for the picture of a dog 284 contains not only the high-level "dog" object representation but also disentangled representations of various 285 other qualities like fur color, pattern, relative position in space, angle, and so on, that would jointly predict 286 low-level representations. Such disentangling may also account for the decrease in vox2vox lateral model 287 predictability with the ascent of the hierarchy.
288
The increase in pix2pix lateral model predictability suggests that there remains a high degree of en-289 tanglement or within-layer redundancy in the representations of the DCNN used here. The DCNN thus 290 appears to map an entangled high-dimensional image representation into a low-dimensional invariant representation (i.e., an object category). In doing so the network learns to discard "distractor" information 292 in order to produce a very specific subset of invariant representations. Figure S1 : Number of voxels in source model doesn't change prediction accuracy pattern. In order to determine if prediction accuracy was influenced by the differing number of voxels in each area, we employed two sampling strategies. First we randomly sampled 100 source voxels (A), 10 times for each source-target pairing. We averaged across the 10 iterations and plotted in the same way as Figure 5 . Next we randomly sampled 20% (B) of source voxels and proceeded in the same manner. In both sampling strategies, the same pattern of declining median prediction accuracy in feed-forward and lateral directions and stable accuracy in feedback directions was observed. All data from S1.
